THE TERROIRS
We all grew up on the same territory, every member of each generation. We have learned to explore these
eroded hills, build cabins and huts and defend our lands, right from childhood.
Today, this incredible terroir is being unveiled through its wines. Overlooking the village is a place named
‘Moulin à vent’, but no windmill has ever been there... an imaginary location in a very real vintage.

LES AILES IMAGINAIRES
Label: AOP Minervois

Year: 2020

CL.: 75 cl

Alcohol content: 14,5 %

Varietals: 80% Grenache, 20% Syrah.
Vineyard: On the terroir of Saint Frichoux, in the eastern sector of the "Balcony
of the Aude", little hills or "mourels" frame ancient plots of land reclaimed by our
ancestors to plant southern grape varieties which resist the dry climate.
Grenache is not afraid of the sun and gives a ruby red juice with fruity notes. The
area called "the windmill" dominates the village, a wild area swept by the "Cers",
the dominant local wind, an ideal playground for children of all generations.

Vinification: Harvested and sorted mainly during the second half of the harvest
period, often towards the end of September or early October, before a threeweek fermentation and maceration. The vinification is completely traditional
with pumping over of the must to extract a soft tannic structure and deep
colouring from the skins. Gentle pressing extracts additional elegant tannins to
complete the final blend.

Tasting: A beautiful, dark and brilliant colour. A nose of red fruit and sweet
spices with a hint of smokiness. On the palate, these aromas are amplified by a
sensation of gentle roundness and tenderness. The finish is particularly pleasant
with a sapidity that makes you want to... want more!

Pairing: Gregarious and consensual in its well established character and
roundness, this wine is perfect for welcoming friends in the cool of the evening,
partnered with some carefully chosen cold cuts, and then keep the friends on to
enjoy stuffed vegetables, a grilled duck fillet or a filet mignon in its mushroom
crust.
To be enjoyed at between 15 and 17°C.
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Alcohol abuse is dangerous to your health. Enjoy responsibly.

